All relevant, analysed data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files. The row signals will be available from the Nencki Institute database (<https://cloud.nencki.gov.pl/d/3e9ac9583d>).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Attention influences neuronal activity at the early stages of visual processing, including areas 17 and 18 as well as the thalamic nuclei (for reviews see \[[@pone.0145379.ref001],[@pone.0145379.ref002]\]). Volitional attention is elicited by the task and acts via top-down signals from higher cortical areas, often without specific visual stimulation (i.e., during stimulus expectation---\[[@pone.0145379.ref003],[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref005]\]). Other attentional mechanisms are evoked by bottom-up signals from salient stimuli \[[@pone.0145379.ref006],[@pone.0145379.ref007]\]. The attentional effects found in these experiments include higher baseline activity and increased sensitivity to external stimulation (reviewed in \[[@pone.0145379.ref001],[@pone.0145379.ref008]\]). Because the control of top-down and bottom-up attention involves different sensory and modulatory circuits \[[@pone.0145379.ref009],[@pone.0145379.ref010],[@pone.0145379.ref011]\], it may also differentially shape the gain mechanisms at the level of the primary visual cortices.

Attentional processes have been related to oscillatory activity of different frequencies (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma), and their specificity remains a matter of debate \[[@pone.0145379.ref001],[@pone.0145379.ref011]\]. Our experiments on behaving cats showed that enhanced beta activity may serve as an attention carrier in cortico-thalamic loops involving cortical areas 17 and 18, the medial suprasylvian cortex, and the first- and higher-order thalamic nuclei \[[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref006],[@pone.0145379.ref012]\]. We proposed that enhanced beta signals depolarize the input levels at all stages of visual processing via a frequency facilitation mechanism in feedback pathways and thus increase the gain within specific information channels \[[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref013]\]. Similarly, other researchers have found that oscillations at beta frequencies are involved in a top-down attentional searchlight from the frontal cortex \[[@pone.0145379.ref011],[@pone.0145379.ref014],[@pone.0145379.ref015],[@pone.0145379.ref016],[@pone.0145379.ref017],[@pone.0145379.ref018]\], and in the processing of novel stimuli \[[@pone.0145379.ref019]\].

In this study, we used electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm to validate our hypothesis that attention-related beta activity changes cortical sensitivity \[[@pone.0145379.ref002],[@pone.0145379.ref020]\]. We suspected that high- and low-amplitude beta oscillations would differentially change the functional excitability of primary cortical areas. Our results provide evidence in support of this hypothesis and show that the excitation map measured in the visual cortex depends on the type of attention. Whereas the exogenous (bottom-up) and endogenous (top-down) modes of attention were both accompanied by a significant increase of beta activity within primary visual areas, differences in the spatial organization of the cortical responses (evoked by chiasmatic stimulation during high and low amplitude beta signals) and in the internal cortical synchronizations within the beta frequency range were clearly evident between the two attentional situations. Thus, the functional organization of the visual cortex in the two modes of attention appeared to be shaped by different spatial maps of beta activity. These results suggest that different attentional requirements may set the specific functional organization of the visual cortex to optimize its function according to the actual information being processed.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

The experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the 86/609/EEC directive and were approved by the Local Ethical Commission at the Nencki Institute. All efforts were undertaken to minimize the animals' suffering and the number of animals used.

Behavioral paradigms {#sec003}
--------------------

Six adult, castrated male cats weighing 3--4.5 kg were used in the experiments. After habituation to the laboratory equipment and personnel, each cat was trained to discriminate the spatial position of a reward based on visual or auditory cues in intermingled trials. Training was performed in a wooden box (20 x 45 x 45 cm) with semi-translucent doors on the right and left of the frontal wall; feeders were placed behind these doors and used to administer a food reward. A transparent screen placed in front of the doors prevented immediate access to the feeders. This screen was moved up at the completion of a trial, allowing the animal to make a behavioral response and access the reward ([Fig 1](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The semi-translucent quality of the doors allowed the presentation of light stimuli but effectively filtered out any other visual clues, such as the presence of the food reward or movement of the loudspeaker in the auditory trials. The animals were trained under low mesopic conditions (0.05 cd/m^2^) for paradigms that required either \"stimulus-evoked\" (three cats) or "anticipatory\" (four cats) attention; one animal was trained in both paradigms, starting with the anticipatory task. The training procedures were described in detail previously \[[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref006]\]. Briefly, visual stimuli were projected from outside the box onto the front of the semi-translucent doors (in both paradigms), and sounds were delivered through an external hand-held loudspeaker (in the stimulus-driven paradigm; [Fig 1A](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"}) or through three loudspeakers attached to the front left and right wall of the training box (in the anticipatory paradigm; [Fig 1B](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In both paradigms, the visual and auditory trials were presented in a random order (24--40 trials in a daily session; 12--20 of each modality), and each trial started with a stimulus cue that signaled the modality of the trial.

![Experimental paradigms.\
A. In the stimulus-driven attention paradigm, the visual and auditory trials started with the cue stimulus (a light spot or a modulated noise delivered from a loudspeaker) that moved in front of the cage for 10--20 s. The spot was switched off in front of one of the doors or the noise stopped along the side wall. The transparent screen was lifted 2 s later, and the cat was allowed to open the indicated door for a food reward. Visual and auditory trials (n = 12--20 for each) were randomly intermingled. The cage was fully closed during the experiment by a removable cover (not shown). With the exception of the two semi-translucent doors on the front, the rest of the cage was opaque (the cat's entire body was drawn only for graphical demonstration). B. During the anticipatory paradigm, the cue was either a short (1 s) diffuse flash on both doors or a white noise delivered from the front loudspeaker. The animal then anticipated the target for 8--14 s with no stimulation present, after which a small spot of light or white noise from the side loudspeaker was delivered. C. The upper trace shows a typical LFP recording in which the beta activity can be traced by eye; the filtered beta band of this record is shown beneath the LFP signal. See the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section for details.](pone.0145379.g001){#pone.0145379.g001}

In the stimulus-driven paradigm, the cue stimuli were presented for 10--20 s. In the visual trials, the cue consisted of a 0.5 x 1° light square (1.6 cd/m^2^ intensity) that moved horizontally back and forth across both doors (at a linear speed of approximately 5--10 cm/s), with simultaneous oscillations in the vertical plane (frequency 1 Hz, amplitude 4 cm). The cue for the auditory trials was a modulated noise stimulus (5 kHz center frequency; 50--55 dB; 1 Hz modulation rate). The sound was produced by an external loudspeaker that was turned on centrally approximately 25 cm from the front of the training box and subsequently moved behind one of the side walls. Both types of trials lasted 10--20 s. The animal was required to determine on which side the moving stimulus was switched off (left or right door for the visual stimulus and left or right wall for the auditory stimulus, (the target in [Fig 1A](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and open the door on the same side to receive a reward.

The anticipatory paradigm started with a 1 s cue---either a diffuse light flash (0.6 cd/m^2^) that was back-projected on the doors or white noise delivered from the loudspeaker in front of the box (60 dB). During the trials, the animal anticipated the target stimulus for 8--14 s (the delay was changed randomly) without any stimulus present. The subsequent visual target was a small light square (0.5 x 1°; 1.6 cd/m^2^ intensity; 1 s duration) that appeared on one of the doors, while the auditory target was a 1 s white noise (approximately 50 dB) delivered from a loudspeaker mounted behind the left or right wall; the target location indicated the door that should be opened for a food reward ([Fig 1B](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

The animal's behavior was observed on-line (and video recorded for two cats). In both paradigms, the access to front doors was blocked throughout the trial by the transparent screen. Two seconds after the disappearance of the target stimulus, the screen was slid up and the appropriate door could be opened, allowing the cat to reach the food reward. The incorrect door remained locked. The cat's attempt to open the wrong door was counted as an error, and in such cases, the correct door was immediately locked to prevent the cat from a second-choice response. Aside from the lack of a food reward, there was no additional penalty following an incorrect choice. Cats did not receive any food before the experiment in order to increase motivation. This was enough to run 24--40 trials, each reinforced by a small piece of meat, until the animals decreased their performance level. The time window for the animal's response was restricted in both tasks to about 3 s and after three delayed attempts or behavioraly manifested disinterest the session was ended.

The learning procedure started with the visual task, and the auditory trials were not introduced until after the animal reached a 90% performance level on the visual task. The intensities of the visual and auditory target stimuli were identical in both paradigms. We determined that the animal had reached the behavioral criterion when it differentiated the location of the target stimulus in both the visual and auditory tasks with at least 90% accuracy over three successive training days. For individual cats, the period of time to reach criterion varied between 23 and 35 experimental days. Continuous observation of the animal\'s behavior allowed for proper evaluation of the cats' responses and the exclusion of all trials during which the cats were grooming, moving or turning away from the front wall.

Our previous results indicated that the attentional beta mechanism was modality-specific. We observed enhanced beta power within the visual cortex during visual attention trials and within the auditory cortex during auditory trials \[[@pone.0145379.ref006]\]. Thus, the signals recorded in the visual cortex during auditory trials served as a control indicator for low beta activity.

Animal preparation {#sec004}
------------------

The animals were prepared for electrode implantation after the completion of training. On the day preceding surgery, the cat was injected with dexamethasone (0.3 mg/kg, intramuscularly (i.m.); Dexaven, JELFA, Poland) to reduce brain edema. The implantation was performed after premedication with 0.2 mg/kg propionylpromazine, i.m. (Combelen, Bayern) and in most cases, under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (20--35 mg/kg, intraperitoneally (i.p.); sodium pentobarbital solution; Vetbutal, Biowet, Puławy, Poland), with supplementary doses when required (3 mg/kg, i.m.). In two cats, similar premedication was applied, and then anesthesia was induced by a mixture of ketamine (20 mg/kg, i.m.; Ketanest, BioVet) and xylazine (3 mg/kg, i.m.; Xylavet, ScanVet) and maintained using isoflurane (1% in air; Aerrane, Baxter-Poland). Atropine sulfate (0.1 mg/kg, i.m., atropinum sulfuricum, Polfa, Warsaw, Poland) was given at the beginning of surgery to prevent excessive bronchial secretions. Two to four recording electrodes (tungsten wire coated with lacquer; 80--130 μm exposed tip; 50--100 kΩ impedance at 1 kHz) were implanted approximately 1 mm apart with the tips below layer 4 of the left visual cortex, in areas 17 and 18. The superficially accessible posterior locations representing the area centralis were chosen in each cortical area. The visual field representation of the recording site was estimated electrophysiologically during the implantation by recording the \'swish\' to hand-held visual stimuli. The position of the area centralis was rechecked several times due to the lack of ocular muscle paralysis during the measurements. Electrode positions were subsequently confirmed during postmortem histological verification (see below). Two tungsten or stainless steel electrodes (0.2--0.4 mm in diameter; 10--20 kΩ impedance at 1 kHz) were stereotactically inserted into the optic chiasm for bipolar electrical stimulation; their tip positions were corrected by maximizing the amplitudes of electrically evoked cortical potentials (EPs). A stainless steel bone screw served as a ground and reference. All of the electrodes and a connecting plug were fixed to the skull using dental acrylic. After the surgery, the cats were left to recover under the supervision of the veterinary staff. Recordings started approximately two weeks post-surgery. At the conclusion of all recording sessions, small electrolytic lesions (5 μA for 15 s; positive DC) were performed to mark the electrode tip positions. The cats were then anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (Vetbutal) and perfused with saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1% phosphate buffer. The brains were removed and then stored in the same fixative for subsequent histological verification. The physiologically estimated retinotopic positions of the recording sites were correlated with postmortem anatomical and histological examination.

Each electrode was classified as located in area 17 or area 18 by (i) comparing the location of the electrode marks on cortical surface with the visuotopic maps of Tusa et al. \[[@pone.0145379.ref021],[@pone.0145379.ref022]\] and (ii) on the basis of the electrode traces in the Nissl stained coronal slices where thicker layer 3 with large pyramidal somata and thinning of layer 4 indicated transition to area 18 \[[@pone.0145379.ref023],[@pone.0145379.ref024]\]. These positions are listed in [Table 1](#pone.0145379.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0145379.t001

###### Electrode location and corresponding retinotopic position in the experimental animals.

![](pone.0145379.t001){#pone.0145379.t001g}

  Cat   Paradigm    Area 17/electrode   Area 17 RF (Az/El)   Area 18/electrode   Area 18 RF (Az/El)
  ----- ----------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------- --------------------
  A     S-D         Cx17/1              5/-5                 Cx18/1              20/-10
                                                             Cx18/2              5/-4
  B     S-D         Cx17/1              0.5/+2.5                                 
                    Cx17/2              2/0                                      
                    Cx17/3              -1.5/-2                                  
  F     S-D / Ant                                            Cx18/1              5/-5
                                                             Cx18/2              5/-10
  C     Ant         Cx17/1              0/+1                                     
                    Cx17/2              0/-2                                     
                    Cx17/3              -0.5/-10                                 
  D     Ant         Cx17/1              0/-2.5               Cx18/1              5/-5
                    Cx17/2              0/-5                 Cx18/2              5/-10
  E     Ant         Cx17/1              0/-5                 Cx18/1              5/-15
                    Cx17/2              5/-10                Cx18/2              20/-15

Az---azimuth (values given in degrees). El---elevation. S-D---stimulus-driven attention paradigm. Ant---anticipatory attention paradigm. RF---receptive field.

Recording and data analysis {#sec005}
---------------------------

Monopolar cortical local field potentials (LFPs) amplified ×1000 (bandwidth 1 Hz to 5 kHz) were recorded throughout the entire experimental session on an FM magnetic tape recorder (Racal V-Store; Racal Recorders, Southampton, UK). For FFT and correlation analysis LFP data were low-pass filtered (3 dB amplitude attenuation at 100 Hz; 24 dB/octave; Bessel analog filter) before digitization at a 400 Hz sampling rate. To analyze the evoked responses to optic chiasm stimulation, full-bandwidth LFP signals were digitized at 20 kHz and stored using an AD converter (Power 1401) and data acquisition software (Spike2) from CED (Cambridge, UK). Additional markers for the stimulation pulses were acquired as time events. Custom scripts in Spike2 and MATLAB (Mathworks, USA) were then used to analyze the recorded signals. The signal analysis was limited to LFPs recorded during the cue (10--20 s in the stimulus-driven trials) or between the end of the cue and the beginning of the target (8--14 s during the anticipatory trials). Note that for the anticipatory paradigm, this period was devoid of any added sensory stimulation. Frequency spectra were calculated over a number of consecutive time epochs for each trial using fast Fourier transform (FFT; e.g., [Fig 2](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). We used 1.28 s epochs (512 samples) with a 240 sample overlap. The raw data within the epochs were multiplied by the Hanning window function before the Fourier transformation. Mean spectra were generated by averaging FFTs over all of the artifact-free data epochs from the trials of a given modality that ended with the same (correct or incorrect) behavioral response. Means were calculated separately for each task, animal, and recording site, based on the signals recorded during three consecutive days (after the cat reached behavioral criterion). For each mean single-site spectra, the FFT amplitude values were further averaged over the beta range (16--24 Hz); this average was termed the beta FFT amplitude.

![Beta activity increases in the primary visual cortex during attention trials.\
A. Stimulus-driven paradigm (cat B, Cx 17/1, see [Table 1](#pone.0145379.t001){ref-type="table"}). Left: mean FFT spectra obtained from all correct trials during the three experimental days after the behavioral criterion was reached. The visual (gray) and auditory (black) means were obtained by averaging respectively 820 and 760 spectra of 1.28 s long data epochs (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for details). Right: comparison of the mean spectrum from the correct visual trials (gray; same as in the left panel) with the mean FFT from 90 epochs from incorrect trials (black). B. Anticipatory paradigm (cat E, Cx 17/2). The recorded signals were subjected to the same analysis as in A. Means were obtained from 748 and 765 spectra for correspondingly correct visual and correct auditory trials, and from 320 spectra for incorrect visual trials. In A and B, the shading around the FFT spectra indicates the SEM. The lines above the horizontal axes denote the frequencies at which significant differences were found between the spectra from the correct visual and auditory (left) or correct and incorrect visual (right) trials (Student\'s t-tests with FDR correction for multiple comparisons, see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section; P ≤ 0.05). An example of filtered (16--24 Hz) beta signals recorded from cat B at the beginning of two correct stimulus-driven visual and auditory trials (right and left panel, respectively) performed on the second day after the cat reached the behavioral criterion. The consecutive horizontal lines in each panel represent a continuous signal. The vertical lines separate the final part of the signal corresponding to the inter-trial period preceding stimulus onset and the start of the stimulus presentation during the trial.](pone.0145379.g002){#pone.0145379.g002}

To compare the results obtained for different electrodes and animals, we calculated the normalized percentage difference between the beta FFT amplitudes for the visual and auditory trials. Thus, for each recording site, the beta FFT amplitude obtained for the auditory trials was subtracted from that obtained for the visual trials; the difference was divided by the respective beta amplitude of the auditory FFT and multiplied by 100%. The result of this calculation is referred to below as the "relative visual beta amplitude" and describes percentage difference between the visual and auditory beta amplitude.

For the analysis of correlations, the LFP signals from trials without electrical stimulation were digitally band-pass filtered with half-amplitude cutoff frequencies of 16--24 Hz. The cross-correlation function was calculated between the filtered signals recorded from any two cortical sites in each animal. The technical details for calculating the normalized cross-correlations (values between -1 to +1) for single trials can be found elsewhere \[[@pone.0145379.ref025],[@pone.0145379.ref026]\]. The cross-correlations were calculated with time shifts from -1 to +1 s and bins of 2.5 ms. For each pair of electrodes, single-trial cross-correlations were averaged over all trials (correct response, artifact free) of the same modality (visual or auditory) that were executed during the three days following the attainment of behavioral criterion. We defined the "visual and auditory correlations" as the maximal values of the averaged cross-correlations.

EPs were recorded in response to electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm (50--150 μA; 0.2 ms cathodal pulses), which was repeated at random intervals from 1 to 3 s (mean 2 s; [Fig 3A](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}) throughout the entire duration of a trial. The stimulation current was set to approximately 2-3x threshold (approximately 25--75 μA) to evoke a clear response but without producing any noticeable behavioral reactions. The first cortical response after chiasmatic stimulation was a large population spike, which could be attributed to the synchronous volley of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) afferent fibers (presynaptic bipolar wave, \< 2 ms post stimulus, [Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The falling phase of this wave was further deepened (at approximately 2.5 ms), likely due to the current sink created by the postsynaptic responses of cortical neurons receiving input from Y class LGN relay cells (cf. \[[@pone.0145379.ref027],[@pone.0145379.ref028]\]). The amplitude of this postsynaptic field is related to the number of synchronized excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs and IPSPs, respectively), their average sizes, and the actual polarization of the neuronal membranes (cf. \[[@pone.0145379.ref029],[@pone.0145379.ref030]\]). The second wave (\> 3 ms; partially truncated in [Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}) is likely due to PSPs evoked in cortical cells innervated by X relay LGN cells, as their fibers are slower and have a higher stimulation threshold in the nerve and a wider range of latencies in cortical recordings. In many of our recordings this presumably X-related field component was negligible due to low stimulus intensity, which was just above the threshold for the Y pathway (for details see \[[@pone.0145379.ref029]\]). Therefore, in our analysis the EP amplitude was measured as a voltage difference between the highest positive post-stimulus wave at approximately 1.5 ms (incoming spike volley) and the lowest post-stimulus potential at approximately 2.5 ms, representing the extracellular field of postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) from mostly Y channel inputs.

![Summary of evoked potentials analysis.\
A. The EPs recorded during visual trials were clustered off-line to either high beta or low beta groups based on the strength of the digitally band-pass filtered beta signals (16--24 Hz) preceding chiasmatic stimulation (see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section). The drawing presents two exemplary sweeps of these filtered signals with the corresponding high and low beta amplitudes. The threshold values (dotted horizontal lines) were set based on the average amplitude of the beta signal from all visual trials on a given experimental day. The vertical arrows (matched in time for illustration purposes) indicate the timing of two chiasmatic stimulations that were preceded by 200 ms of the eruption (upper sweep, gray horizontal line) or depression (lower sweep, black line) of beta oscillations. B. Examples of the averaged EPs (recorded for the two behavioral paradigms in two different animals) calculated from the clustered data after beta depression (black lines; means were obtained from 43 clustered EPs in the stimulus-induced and from 32 in the anticipatory task) or beta eruption (gray lines; means were obtained from 47 clustered EPs in the stimulus-induced and 35 in the anticipatory task). Electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm was delivered at time zero (artifact removed from the picture). The thick black horizontal lines denote significant differences between the corresponding values of the two mean EPs at the same latency (Student\'s t-tests with FDR correction for multiple comparisons; P ≤ 0.05). Note that during the high beta state, the amplitudes of the cortical EPs decreased in the stimulus-driven attention paradigm (cat B, VCx 17/2), and increased in the anticipatory attention paradigm (cat C, VCx 17/3).](pone.0145379.g003){#pone.0145379.g003}

For the EP analysis, we extracted 1.5 s data epochs starting 1 s before the stimulation pulse. The baseline voltage level was calculated from 25 samples preceding the stimulation and was then subtracted from the data in each epoch. To quantify the relationship between ongoing cortical beta activity and EP amplitude, we clustered the EPs based on the strength of the digitally band-pass filtered (16--24 Hz) beta signals before the stimulus. The chosen band encompassed the beta frequencies that were enhanced during the visual task (see lines of significance in [Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For each electrode, the beta signals during the 200 ms period (between 300 ms and 100 ms) preceding the moment of stimulation were assumed to be 'enhanced' ("high beta") or 'reduced' ("low beta") if their amplitudes were 25% higher or 25% lower, respectively, than the average beta signal amplitude calculated from all of the visual trials on a given experimental day ([Fig 3A](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We assumed that high beta signals preceding the EP would influence its amplitude differently than low beta signals \[[@pone.0145379.ref031],[@pone.0145379.ref032]\] due to cortico-cortical recurrent pathway with build in frequency potentiation mechanisms \[[@pone.0145379.ref002],[@pone.0145379.ref004]\]. The beta activity during the last 100 ms before stimulus delivery could not be included into the averaging period due to the filtering window algorithm which distorted this part of the signal by inclusion of the stimulation artifact. We hypothesized, however, that the potentiation mechanism in the cortical loops should last along this period (adopted from duration of frequency facilitation measured for cortico-geniculate branch \[[@pone.0145379.ref013]\]), and this assumption was confirmed by the obtained results. Single EPs preceded by "high beta" or "low beta" signals were grouped according to the experimental paradigm (stimulus-driven or anticipatory). For individual recording sites in each animal, the data from at least three recording days were then separately averaged ([Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}). To calculate the group average for all animals, we first calculated the normalized percentage differences of the EP amplitudes for the individual electrodes by subtracting the amplitude values obtained in a "low beta" state from those measured during a "high beta" state, dividing the result by the "low beta" amplitudes and multiplying it by 100%. As in the case of the FFT analysis, normalization was used here to compare the effects obtained for the different electrodes and animals. The resulting relative value describes the percent difference of the "high beta" EP amplitude from the "low beta" EP amplitude. Finally, the normalized differences in the EP amplitudes were averaged for the entire set of electrodes from all the cats trained in the same paradigm.

The exemplary raw LFP recordings are available at direct link: <https://cloud.nencki.gov.pl/f/866486cf63/?raw=1>.

Statistical analysis {#sec006}
--------------------

Significant differences between corresponding values at the same frequency in two averaged FFTs or between corresponding values at the same latency in two averaged EPs were estimated with an unpaired Student's t-test (as the visual and auditory trials could not be directly matched). In both cases, corrections for multiple comparisons were calculated using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method according to Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@pone.0145379.ref033]\]. All averaged data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). The significance of differences between the mean values was assessed with an unpaired or paired Student\'s t-test. The significance of differences between the mean values and zero was checked with one-sample t-test. Differences between variances were tested using the F-test. In the case of the beta signal correlations, the Holm-Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons. The differences were regarded as significant when P ≤ 0.05 (two-tailed criterion). The statistical analyses were performed in Prism 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., USA) and MATLAB (Mathworks, USA). In the text we gave the exact values of P until they were very small (less than 0.001). In such situation the notation P\<0.001 was used. In a few cases in which we reported more that one comparison, we indicated the maximal P threshold that was adequate for all.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Electrode locations {#sec008}
-------------------

Recording electrodes were placed in the left visual cortex, mostly close to the representation of area centralis, which means that they were often within transition zone between area 17 and 18. However, we classified such central electrodes as belonging rather to area 17 or 18 (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for verification approach and [Table 1](#pone.0145379.t001){ref-type="table"} for electrode positions). Precise estimation of the recording depth was impossible due to build up of glial scars after about half a year of training and recordings. The position of the majority of the electrode tips was estimated to be below layer 4 and the full range was from layer 4 to 6. What is important is that groups of animals performing stimulus-driven and anticipatory paradigm did not differ in laminar distribution of recording sites and median level, which was at the border between layers 5 and 6.

Attentional beta activity in the visual cortex {#sec009}
----------------------------------------------

The primary visual cortices exhibit increased beta activity during bottom-up and top-down visual attention tasks compared with auditory tasks \[[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref006],[@pone.0145379.ref012],[@pone.0145379.ref034]\]. This was confirmed in the present sample of signals recorded from all sites investigated in primary areas 17 (12 locations; e.g., [Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and 18 (9 locations; not shown). The enhanced activity in the beta band resulted from an increase in the amplitude and frequency of beta bursts in the visual trials that ended with correct responses and was observed between the cue and target stimuli ([Fig 2C](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in the case of the anticipatory paradigm, this time period was devoid of any added stimuli, demonstrating that the increased beta activity was not related to visual stimulation.

Our main argument in support of the hypothesis that beta activity serves as an attention carrier \[[@pone.0145379.ref002],[@pone.0145379.ref020]\] relies on the observation that only successful (and not incorrect) visual trials were accompanied by significantly enhanced beta activity ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}, left panels) in both the stimulus-driven and anticipatory paradigms. The LFP signals recorded during the incorrect visual trials contained significantly less beta activity and were similar to correct auditory trials (comp. left and right panels in [Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, we observed some residual beta activity that appeared in the incorrect visual trials and correct auditory trials when the animal was waiting for a target without external visual stimulation ([Fig 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Such beta signals occasionally increased during the several-seconds-long trials that lacked external stimulation, which may have been due to the accidental wavering of visual attention. Indeed, we have found that during 10--15% of the incorrect visual anticipatory trials (or correct auditory anticipatory trials), the signals recorded from the visual cortex contained a substantial amount of beta activity ([S1B and S1C Fig](#pone.0145379.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, a similarly small proportion of the correct visual trials in this experimental paradigm were not accompanied by high beta activity (see [S1A Fig](#pone.0145379.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Nevertheless, the beta FFT amplitudes (see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section for details) measured during the visual trials for all recording sites in areas 17 and 18 were significantly larger than those obtained for the auditory task for both the stimulus-driven (on average by 20.3 ± 3.9%, n = 8 sites; P \< 0.001) and anticipatory (on average by 6 ± 1%, n = 13 sites; P \< 0.001, single group t-tests, [S2 Fig](#pone.0145379.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) paradigms, confirming the visual attention-related increase in beta activity in the two tasks. Notably, the stimulus-driven visual attention, on average, enhanced the beta activity more strongly (relative to the auditory task) than the anticipatory visual attention (P \< 0.001, t-test). This could not result from higher motivation or difficulty of the task as behavioral measures within both groups were not different (average times to criterion were 32 ± 2 and 31 ± 3 days, average ratios of incorrect responses were 7.4 ± 1.7%, and 7.2 +/- 2.1%, respectively for stimulus-driven (n = 3) and anticipatory (n = 4) groups; P \> 0.9 for both comparisons, t-tests).

Moreover, analysis of the LFPs led us also to conclude that the relative increase of beta activity during the visual trials in the stimulus-driven task was characterized by 18 times higher variance between the values obtained for the different electrodes, compared to the anticipatory situation (the corresponding variances were 0.018 vs. 0.001; P \< 0.001, F-test; compare the box plots in [S2 Fig](#pone.0145379.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indicates that there were much larger differences in the magnitudes of the visual beta signals between different recording sites (spatial heterogeneity) in the stimulus-driven task. Conversely, the beta activity that was enhanced by endogenous attentional demands during the anticipatory visual trials appeared to be more even (i.e., homogeneous) throughout the visual cortices than the beta activity related to exogenous, stimulus-driven attention.

The relationship between EP amplitude and ongoing cortical beta activity {#sec010}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

It had been shown before that ongoing cortical activity modulates potentials evoked by peripheral stimulation in the cortex \[[@pone.0145379.ref031],[@pone.0145379.ref032]\] and we expected that high- and low-amplitude beta oscillations could differently affect cortical EPs. The average amplitudes of EPs recorded during the visual and auditory trials in all animals appeared to be similar (P = 0.2, t-test). This was not surprising because random stimulation may only rarely coincide with the relatively short (100--350 ms) oscillatory beta bursts (\[[@pone.0145379.ref026]\]; cf. Figs [1C](#pone.0145379.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2C](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether cortical beta bursting changes the excitability of cortical neurons, it was necessary to select EPs that were preceded by high- or low-amplitude beta signals.

To achieve this, we selected and averaged the EPs according to the mean amplitude of the beta signal during a constant 200 ms time window preceding chiasmatic stimulation (for details, see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section and [Fig 3A](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure allowed us to compare the amplitudes of average EPs evoked after high-amplitude beta bursts (termed the "high beta" state) with those evoked after low-amplitude beta bursts ("low beta" state).

Typical examples of such EPs obtained during visual trials of the stimulus-driven attention paradigm are depicted in the left panel of [Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}. It is notable that on average EPs that were preceded by bursts of high beta activity had lower amplitude than those preceded by low beta activity. This was true for all but one recording sites as depicted by the map of the normalized amplitude differences in [Fig 4A](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The average EP amplitude measured in visual trials of the stimulus-driven paradigm during high beta states was 6.5 ± 2.5% lower than the value obtained during the low beta periods (P = 0.04, one-sample t-test for a difference from zero).

![Relative amplitude differences of the evoked potentials during high and low beta states in visual trials.\
EPs induced by chiasmatic stimulation during visual trials were analyzed in all recording sites and all cats in the two experimental paradigms (cf. [Table 1](#pone.0145379.t001){ref-type="table"})---A stimulus driven attention, B---anticipatory attention. Each box shows the normalized percentage difference (Δ%) between the EP amplitudes calculated for the appropriate recording site: Δ% = 100% x (high − low) / low, where "high" indicates the mean amplitude of the EPs that were preceded by bursts of high beta activity and "low" refers to the mean amplitude of the EPs that were preceded by low beta activity. Black boxes = high \< low, gray boxes = high \> low. Below each table we present mean amplitude change (with SEM) obtained in the relevant paradigm from all available sites and significance of its difference from zero (as P value from one-sample t-test).](pone.0145379.g004){#pone.0145379.g004}

Different results were obtained during the visual trials of anticipatory paradigm as visualized in the right panel of [Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}. In this situation the recorded EPs exhibited larger amplitudes in the high beta state (gray trace) than during the low beta state (black trace). This observation appeared to hold true for all the recording sites in all four cats, as shown by the map of the normalized amplitude differences in [Fig 4B](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Over all recording sites, the EP amplitudes obtained for the high beta state in the anticipatory paradigm were homogeneously higher (by an average of 5.9 ± 1.3%) than the values obtained for the low beta periods (P \< 0.001, one-sample t-test for a difference from zero). It is notable, that the mean value of normalized differences of the EP amplitudes recorded by all electrodes during stimulus-driven task was negative and mean value obtained for the anticipatory task---positive ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and this difference was significant (P \< 0.001, two-sample t-test).

These results showed that high vs low cortical beta activities changed the EP amplitudes in opposite direction depending on the attentional paradigm used. Taking into account that beta activity was in general smaller in auditory than in visual trials ([Fig 2](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}) we further compared EP amplitudes recorded during high-beta states of visual trials with those measured during low-beta states of auditory trials. This comparison showed even greater difference between mean EPs recorded in visual cortex (stimulus driven -9.6 ± 2.9, anticipatory 9.8 ± 2.3; P = 0.01 and 0.001 respectively, one-sample t-tests; see [S3 Fig](#pone.0145379.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) than that described above for high and low beta in the same visual modality. Thus, our results confirmed that beta-related amplitudes and distribution of EPs recorded in visual cortex with peripheral stimulation substantially differ during stimulus-driven and anticipatory paradigms.

Correlation of beta signals across different recording sites {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore any possible differences in the cortical beta activation maps between the two attentional paradigms, we compared the spatial distributions of the beta correlations between different cortical sites. For this purpose, we calculated the normalized cross-correlations \[[@pone.0145379.ref025],[@pone.0145379.ref026]\] between the filtered beta signals recorded from all of the cortical electrodes in each cat (examples shown in the left panels of [Fig 5A and 5B](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}; see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section for details). We used maximal cross-correlation values as a measure of correlation strength (referred to in the following text as correlation). The resulting values for all electrode pairs are presented as box plots in [Fig 5A and 5B](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"} (see also the detailed results showing the comparison of the correlations within and between areas 17 and 18 in [S4A and S4B Fig](#pone.0145379.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Synchronization of beta activity within the visual cortex.\
A, B. The representative cross-correlograms (left) and box plots of the maximal cross-correlation values (referred to as correlation) between the beta signals recorded at different sites in the visual cortex during the stimulus-driven (A) and anticipatory (B) attentional paradigms. The data from all pairs of recordings from area 17 and 18 were grouped together (n---number of site pairs). Gray box plots depict data obtained for the visual task (vis); and black box plots, for the auditory task (aud). The bottom and the top of the box represent the first and the third quartiles of the data range, respectively. The whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum of the data. The median and the mean values are shown by the horizontal line and the plus sign inside the box, respectively. Significant differences between the visual and auditory mean values during the stimulus-driven paradigm are denoted by \*\* (P = 0.002, t-test). C, D. The differences between the visual and auditory correlations obtained for individual pairs of sites are plotted against the respective visual correlation values in the stimulus-driven (C) and anticipatory (D) situations. Filled symbols indicate significant correlation differences for the individual electrode pairs (P ≤ 0.05, t-test). In the case of four pairs of electrodes, the time lag values (τ) in ms are shown in brackets for the visual and auditory cross-correlograms, respectively (see the text for details).](pone.0145379.g005){#pone.0145379.g005}

During the stimulus-driven attentional paradigm, the mean correlation values in the beta range (16--24 Hz) obtained for all electrode pairs (in areas 17 and 18) during the correct visual trials (0.63 ± 0.06; [Fig 5A](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}, gray boxes) were smaller than those calculated during the (correctly performed) auditory task (0.71 ± 0.05; [Fig 5A](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}, black boxes), and this difference was highly significant (n = 20 electrode pairs, P = 0.002, paired t-test; see also [S5 Fig](#pone.0145379.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, although the power of the beta signal in the visual cortex was larger for the visual trials compared to the auditory trials during the stimulus-driven attentional paradigm (cf. [Fig 2A](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}, left), the beta activity was more synchronized over the entire visual cortex during the auditory trials, when it remained in a non-attentive state. It should be noted that most of the increase in beta activity was not related to the processing of the visual stimulus but reflected attentional activity, as we have argued above. Accordingly, the observed differences in the beta correlation values should reflect the extent and organization of attentional modulation and not the specific processing of visual stimulus features. To confirm this hypothesis, we additionally calculated the mean correlation during incorrect visual trials (0.7 ± 0.04) for all pairs of recordings in the stimulus-driven task. Despite the presence of a visual stimulus, this correlation appeared significantly larger than the correlations given above for the correct visual trials (P = 0.009, t-test) and did not differ from the correlation calculated during the correct auditory trials (P = 0.5, t-test). This result indicates that the cortical beta correlations depended primarily on the level of attention and not (or only marginally) on visual stimulation.

A weak correlation measured for single electrode pairs during the visual task was accompanied by a substantially higher correlation during the auditory task, and this difference diminished as the visual correlations increased ([Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the overall differences between the visual and auditory correlations (calculated for single electrode pairs) plotted against the visual correlation showed a positive linear relationship ([Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}; Pearson r = 0.94, P \< 0.001, mainly based on the data from area 17, as shown in [S4 Fig](#pone.0145379.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This relationship did not hold for the data from the incorrect visual trials, despite the presence of the stimulus (r = 0.21, P = 0.38; [S6 Fig](#pone.0145379.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This again confirms that the correlation pattern of the activated domains in the visual cortical areas that appeared during the correct trials during the bottom-up task indeed resulted from attentional modulation and not from the presence of the visual stimulus.

We noted that the linear relationship in [Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"} included two-electrode pairs with highly correlated beta signals (\> 0.8), for which the calculated correlations were significantly higher during the visual trials than the auditory trials. This supports the notion that such signals were recorded from functionally linked cortical domains, which exhibited increased coupling due to visual stimulation. The analysis of the correlogram time lags (the temporal position of the cross-correlation maximum with respect to the cross-correlogram center, \[[@pone.0145379.ref025]\]) that was calculated for pairs of signals at the two extremes of the relationship presented in [Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"} (\< 0.1 and \> 0.8 values of visual beta correlations, marked by τ) also supports this view. Zero time lags were obtained for sites with highly correlated (\> 0.8) signals (in both the visual and auditory trials), whereas non-zero time lags (i.e., 5 and 22 ms lags in [Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}) were obtained for relatively weakly correlated (\< 0.1) recording pairs in the visual trials, with significantly larger beta correlation values during the auditory trials than the visual trials. We posit that the signals from electrode pairs with significantly higher beta correlations in the visual trials compared with the auditory trials in [Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"} (filled dots representing significant positive differences in beta correlations) that had zero time lags during the visual trials belong to the same assembly of functionally linked regions in an otherwise heterogeneous beta activity map. In contrast, the small beta correlation values and non-zero time lags obtained for the visual attention trials support the notion that such signals were recorded from electrodes placed (by chance) in different beta domains of a heterogeneous functional mosaic.

The correlations calculated for the anticipatory paradigm differed in many respects from those obtained for the stimulus-driven paradigm. In the previous section, we concluded that the enhanced beta activity was more evenly distributed throughout the visual cortices during endogenously evoked visual attention than during a stimulus-driven task. In accordance with this observation, all of the beta band correlation coefficients during anticipatory attention ranged between 0.2--0.95 ([Fig 5B](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and were similar during both the correctly performed visual and auditory trials (0.59 ± 0.02 and 0.6 ± 0.02, respectively; n = 61 electrode pairs; P = 0.21, paired t-test), suggesting a uniform spatial correlation pattern of the beta signals (see also [S5 Fig](#pone.0145379.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Correspondingly, the differences between the visual and auditory correlations calculated for single electrode pairs varied around zero and were not related to the visual correlation values ([Fig 5D](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}; Pearson r = 0.003, P = 0.98). Importantly, none of the single-pair correlations in [Fig 5D](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"} showed a significant difference between the visual and auditory trials, whereas many of the small-magnitude correlation differences appeared to be significant during stimulus-induced attention (compare [Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that there is no spatial difference between the functional organization of the visual cortices during the visual and auditory trials for the anticipatory attention paradigm, although the amplitude of beta activity was significantly higher during the visual task ([Fig 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

In this experiment, we confirmed our previous findings that the beta frequency activity recorded in primary visual areas (17 and 18) is higher during bottom-up (stimulus-driven or exogenous) and top-down (anticipatory or endogenous) visual attention tasks than during corresponding auditory tasks (reviewed in \[[@pone.0145379.ref002]\]). Furthermore, we showed that the enhancement of beta activity during the visual attention tasks was paradigm-specific, i.e., the beta activity distribution over the visual cortex was heterogeneous in the stimulus-driven attentional mode and homogeneous during stimulus anticipation. This difference in the spatial organization of beta activation was confirmed by three independent analyses. We showed that the variability of the beta signal amplitudes between the individual recording sites was higher during exogenous attention ([S2 Fig](#pone.0145379.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and that the influence of beta signals on peripherally evoked cortical EPs ([Fig 4](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}) as well as the correlation of beta signals between pairs of cortical recordings ([Fig 5](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}) were heterogeneous in exogenous and homogeneous in endogenous attention. The difference in the spatial distributions of beta activities in both tasks could not be due to different motivation levels or task difficulties as behavioral measures (time to criterion and ratio of erroneous responses) were the same. Neither could it result from the systematic differences in the electrode locations in the cats performing different tasks since the distribution of the recording point in areas 17 and 18 and in cortical depth were similar in both experimental groups. We assume that the LFP signals recorded in our experiments largely reflect the activity of pyramidal neurons, given that other neuronal classes produce smaller electrical dipoles. The placement of the large electrodes in the lower cortical layers sums the activity mainly from infra- but also from supragranular pyramidal cells \[[@pone.0145379.ref035]\]. This positioning of the electrodes ensured effective recordings but disallowed the credible estimation of sources of beta signals. However, in accordance with our findings some research has indicated that high-amplitude beta activity is primarily recorded from infragranular layers \[[@pone.0145379.ref036],[@pone.0145379.ref037],[@pone.0145379.ref038],[@pone.0145379.ref039],[@pone.0145379.ref040]\].

The present results confirm our idea \[[@pone.0145379.ref006]\] that the beta frequency facilitation mechanism described originally for the cortico-geniculate projection in anaesthetized animals \[[@pone.0145379.ref013]\] serves as an attentional carrier in visual tasks. We have also previously proposed \[[@pone.0145379.ref002],[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref020]\] that a similar role might be exerted by other feedback pathways that cascade back from higher visual centers (comp. reviews \[[@pone.0145379.ref001],[@pone.0145379.ref041]\]). The results of other experimental studies are in accordance with this hypothesis \[[@pone.0145379.ref015],[@pone.0145379.ref016],[@pone.0145379.ref017]\]. In addition, our new data show that the exogenous and endogenous attention paradigms activate recurrent routes of the visual system in different manners.

Stimulus-driven attention {#sec013}
-------------------------

It is generally agreed that sensory stimulation depolarizes restricted domains in the primary cortex involved in processing a salient stimulus. The processing involves the shaping of these domains by surround suppression, particularly by lateral inhibitory mechanisms and their sensitization via feedback projections from higher centers \[[@pone.0145379.ref042],[@pone.0145379.ref043],[@pone.0145379.ref044],[@pone.0145379.ref045],[@pone.0145379.ref046],[@pone.0145379.ref047],[@pone.0145379.ref048],[@pone.0145379.ref049],[@pone.0145379.ref050],[@pone.0145379.ref051]\]; see \[[@pone.0145379.ref052]\] for review. A number of experiments have shown that the lateral extent of the sensory response is reduced during arousal and active behavior that requires stimulus-driven attention \[[@pone.0145379.ref053],[@pone.0145379.ref054],[@pone.0145379.ref055],[@pone.0145379.ref056],[@pone.0145379.ref057],[@pone.0145379.ref058]\].

The shift to an attentional operating mode driven by the salience of the visual stimulus is well demonstrated by our chiasmatic stimulation, which probed the excitability of the visual cortex to incoming information. We posit that bottom-up visual signals activate lateral inhibitory circuits in the LGN and visual cortex that consequently result in smaller cortical EPs ([Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}, left; [Fig 4A](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These inhibitory circuits may shape the ongoing spatial pattern of cortical activation and produce relatively restricted high-correlation domains on a widespread background of weaker correlations \[[@pone.0145379.ref039],[@pone.0145379.ref059],[@pone.0145379.ref060],[@pone.0145379.ref061]\].

This mosaic of functional organization of cortical activity would explain why the two-electrode pairs that were likely fortuitously implanted within activated domains recorded signals with significantly higher beta correlations during the visual attention trials compared with the auditory trials ([Fig 5C](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Our current data obtained during the stimulus-driven task are in accordance with the hypothesis \[[@pone.0145379.ref020]\] that strongly synchronized domains of beta activity are formed in the activated visual cortex. Similar observations of internally synchronized activation domains (local depolarizations) were reported in anaesthetized preparations \[[@pone.0145379.ref042],[@pone.0145379.ref043],[@pone.0145379.ref059]\] and more recently, in behaviorally meaningful situations \[[@pone.0145379.ref062],[@pone.0145379.ref063],[@pone.0145379.ref064]\].

Anticipatory attention {#sec014}
----------------------

In contrast to bottom-up processing, the beta activity that accompanied anticipatory visual attention was evenly distributed over the primary cortical areas ([Fig 5D](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}), in accordance with the results of other studies \[[@pone.0145379.ref065],[@pone.0145379.ref066]\]. We assume that this activity extends down the visual hierarchy and sensitizes downstream areas via a similar beta frequency facilitation mechanism. This model is also supported by our earlier results showing that the medial suprasylvian sulcus area and downstream primary visual cortices increase their mutual synchronicity in the beta range during visually attentive situations \[[@pone.0145379.ref004]\]. Additionally, our results support the suggestion of Chalk and colleagues \[[@pone.0145379.ref067]\] that top-down attention reduces surround inhibition in the primary cortices. Such a reduction could explain the increased amplitudes of chiasm-evoked EPs ([Fig 3B](#pone.0145379.g003){ref-type="fig"}, right panel and [Fig 4B](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Bottom-up vs. top-down attentional mechanisms {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------

In this experiment, we have documented that the spatial organization of the beta activity that occurs during stimulus-driven and anticipatory attentional processes clearly differs (Figs [4](#pone.0145379.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone.0145379.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Our stimulus-driven task induced a specific spatial pattern of beta (16--25 Hz) activation similar to the stimulus-specific activation map imaged with voltage-sensitive dyes in monkey primary cortex \[[@pone.0145379.ref048]\]. However, beta activity in spontaneously active (or weakly stimulated) primary areas had a homogeneous beta correlation distribution (0.4 ± 0.1), indicating a uniform spatial map of activity \[[@pone.0145379.ref068]\], similar to the homogeneous cortical activation obtained in our experiments during the anticipatory visual and auditory tasks. Such a distribution may accompany the endogenous attention that has been postulated to cause beta oscillations in a top-down cascade of visual areas ending in V1 \[[@pone.0145379.ref069]\].

Our current data ([Fig 2](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and previously published results \[[@pone.0145379.ref004],[@pone.0145379.ref006]\] indicate that both attentional processes share the same mechanism of beta frequency facilitation at the synapses of recurrent pathways. Here, we hypothesize that the difference in the spatial structure of attentional beta activation is due to the lateral inhibitory loops that are activated during the visually driven paradigm. The two mechanisms together would produce similar results as "feedforward grouping circuits" proposed recently for binding ensembles of feature neurons in the visual cortex \[[@pone.0145379.ref070]\]. Our hypothesis is also in accordance with the model of attention modulation within the receptive fields of V4 neurons proposed by Buia and Tiesinga \[[@pone.0145379.ref071]\]. They found that activity in the beta frequency was synchronized during the activation of excitatory cortical cells by a strong stimulus (which caused spatial competition) and that the activity depended on feed-forward lateral inhibition. They proposed that stimulus-driven (spatial) and anticipatory (feature-based) attention is mediated by feed-forward and top-down cortical inhibitory interneurons, respectively. The physiological data obtained in our experiment suggest that their model could also apply to the primary cortex.

Several hypotheses have postulated that top-down and bottom-up attentional mechanisms differ (reviewed in \[[@pone.0145379.ref009],[@pone.0145379.ref010]\]). However, most of the supporting experiments examined only the fronto-parietal pathways and overlooked activation patterns in the primary visual cortex. Here, we provide strong support for a thesis that these systems also include the primary visual cortices and that both systems utilize beta frequency activity to adjust the gain of attentional mechanisms.

Supporting Information {#sec016}
======================

###### Variability between the single-trial FFT spectra in the anticipatory paradigm.

The graphs represent sets of single-trial FFT spectra obtained for all correct visual (A, n = 15) and auditory (B, n = 14) trials from an exemplary experimental day as well as for the incorrect visual (C, n = 16) trials pooled from all experimental days. The FFTs were obtained in cat E, from electrodes in area 17 (Cx 17/2). The mean FFTs from this cat are shown in [Fig 2B](#pone.0145379.g002){ref-type="fig"} in the main text. These examples illustrate the single-trial variability in the amount of beta activity. For better visualization, some spectra with elevated (B, C) or decreased (A) amplitudes in the beta frequency range are emphasized in red. The graphs highlight the fact that in the anticipatory paradigm, the cortical signals recorded during a small number (10--15%) of correct auditory or incorrect visual trials contained a high amount of beta activity (B, C). Conversely, in a small proportion of visual trials (A), the beta activity was not enhanced.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Relative visual beta amplitudes.

For each recording site, the task (stimulus-driven vs. anticipatory) and trial modality (visual vs. auditory) beta amplitude was calculated by averaging the spectral values within the 16--24 Hz frequency range (in FFTs averaged from three experimental days). The relative visual beta amplitudes (ordinate) were then measured by subtracting the auditory beta amplitude from the visual amplitude, dividing the result by the respective auditory beta amplitude and multiplying it by 100% (see the [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section). Each box plot represents the consolidated data from all electrodes in all cats trained in a given paradigm. The results of the graph show that the beta signals in the visual trials were significantly stronger than those in the auditory trials, both for the stimulus-induced (by 20.3 ± 3.9% on average, n = 8) and anticipatory (by 6 ± 1%, n = 13) attention tasks (P \< 0.001 for both comparisons, t-tests). Larger variability for the stimulus-driven paradigm results from the large differences between individual recording sites in the strength of the beta signals that increased during visual trials (spatial patchiness).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Relative amplitude differences of the evoked potentials in different beta states during the tasks of visual and auditory modalities.

EPs induced by chiasmatic stimulation during visual and auditory trials were analyzed in all recording sites and all cats in the two experimental paradigms (cf. [Table 1](#pone.0145379.t001){ref-type="table"}). Each box shows the normalized percentage difference (Δ%) between the EP amplitudes calculated for the appropriate recording site with the formula Δ% = 100% x (vis high − aud low) / aud low. In this formula "vis high" indicates the mean amplitude of the EPs that were preceded by bursts of high beta activity in the visual trials and"aud low" refers to the mean amplitude of the EPs that were preceded by low beta activity in the auditory trials. Black boxes = vis high \< aud low, gray boxes = vis high \> aud low. For each paradigm mean percentage difference (with SEM) was obtained from all available sites. P indicates the significance of the average amplitude change in the relevant table (one-sample t-test).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Synchronization of beta activity in different areas of the visual cortex.

A, B. Box plots of the maximal cross-correlation values (referred to as correlation) between the beta signals recorded at different sites in the visual cortex during the stimulus-driven (A) and anticipatory (B) attentional paradigms. Red boxes---both recording sites in area 17; blue---both sites in area 18; green---one site/electrode in area 17, the other in area 18; black---all site pairs grouped together (n = number of site pairs). The left-hand box in each color indicates the correlations obtained during the visual task (V), and the right-hand box indicates those obtained during the auditory task (A). The bottom and the top of the box represent the first and the third quartiles of the data range, respectively. The whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum of the data. The median and the mean are indicated by the horizontal line and the plus sign, respectively, inside the box. Significant differences between individual mean values (as shown by brackets above) are denoted by asterisks (\* for P ≤ 0.05, \*\* for P ≤ 0.01 and \*\*\* for P ≤ 0.001; t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction). C, D. The differences between the visual and auditory correlations obtained for individual pairs of sites are plotted against the respective visual correlation values in the stimulus-driven (C) and anticipatory (D) situations. The filled symbols indicate significant correlation differences for individual electrode pairs (P ≤ 0.05, t-test). In case of four data points, the time lag values (τ, in ms) are indicated in brackets for the visual (first value) and auditory (second value) cross-correlograms (see the text for details).
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Synchronization of beta signals for individual pairs of electrodes.

Each data point (square) represents the visual (ordinate) and auditory (abscissa) correlation between the beta signals recorded from a single pair of electrodes. For the entire group of electrode pairs, the visual and auditory correlation values related well with each other during the stimulus-driven task (red squares; Pearson r = 0.972, P \< 0.001, n = 20, 95% confidence interval 0.928 to 0.989), and this relationship was almost perfectly linear during the anticipatory task (blue squares; Pearson r = 0.996, P \< 0.001, n = 61, 95% confidence interval 0.993 to 0.998), with the regression line Y = 0.994\*X + 0.001 (with respective 95% confidence intervals: 0.971 to 1.017 and -0.014 to 0.015) that was not different from the diagonal. However, 75% of the data points for the stimulus-driven task are located below the diagonal, leading to a steeper regression line Y = 1.223\*X − 0.233 (respective 95% confidence intervals: 1.075 to 1.371 and -0.3421 to -0.1241), with a positive X intercept of 0.191 (95% confidence intervals: 0.115 to 0.251).

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation during incorrect visual trials in stimulus-driven paradigm.

The graph shows differences between correlations from incorrect visual trials and correlations from correct auditory trials (ordinate) plotted against the respective correlation values from incorrect visual trials (abscissa). No relation between both variables was detected (r = -0.21, P = 0.38, n = 20). Red circles---both recording sites in area 17; blue---both sites in area 18; green---one site in area 17, other in area 18. Due to the fact that the same moving visual stimulus was present during correct and incorrect visual trials, this analysis confirms that the correlation pattern observed for correct trials ([S4C Fig](#pone.0145379.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was caused mainly by the attentional processes and not by the presence of the stimulus.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Detailed analysis of [S4 Fig](#pone.0145379.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

This text presents the detailed analysis of synchronization of beta activity in different areas of the visual cortex shown in [S4 Fig](#pone.0145379.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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